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TIME MANAGEMENT: STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING SUCCESS

By Peggy A. Cvach, Ed.D.

Rhona C. Hartman, Editor

"Set a goal and keep it," said a
successful young adult with learning
disabilities when asked what advice
he would give others. He has refused
to let his life bc ruled by his disability.
The young man's full statement was,
"I would tell anyone, especially some-
one with a learning disability, to set a
goal, and don't let anything stop you
from reaching it. If you are interrupted
on your path, keep looking for other
ways to reach your goal! Get more
advice or another partner and take it
slowly, but keep that goal."

Yet, before you can keep a goal,
you need to work out a plan to manage
time so that you can accomplish it.
Unfortunately, adults with learning
dkabilities report having more prob-
lems than most with being organized

and managing time wisely. Impulsiv-
ity, fear of failure, distractability, in-
accurate listening or reading abili4,
disorientation when faced with change,
and imprecise ability to measure time
or space are some characteristics of
people with learning disabilities. Such
disorganization can prevent you from
setting goals efficiently or managing
time effectively to accomplish goals.

This paper contains thlie manage-
ment strategies that cm help you set
goals so you can make the most of
yourself, written with the assistance of

many other adults with learning dis-
abilities. We all set a number of differ-
ent types of goals. For example, a long
term goal rrOght be to own a business;
a medium term goal could be to read
four books a year; or a short tem' goal
may be to socialize with a friend. You
can work toward achieving these types
of goals using the strategies presented
here. This paper explains setting goals,
planning, organizing time, and avoid-
ing stress. Activities are included to
help you develop your skills in each
area.

Before you can keep a goal, you need to work
out a plan to manage time so that you can
accomplish it.

SETTING GOALS
One difference between people who achieve and those

who don't is their skill at setting goals for themselves.
Those who have goals and who arc working towards them:

Feel a sense of accomplishment.
Say "no" promptly and without guilt to interruptions.
Complete one project and move onto another.
Meet deadlines with time to spare and move on to the
next task.

On the other hand, those who are uncertain of their goals:

Say "yes" to too many requests from others, whether
important or not.
Fed at "loose ends" too often.

Have too much "free" unprodu tive time.
Drift from one task to another, leaving many of them
unfinished.
Run out of time.
Appear stressed, distractable, hurried, tense.

The process of setting goals helps you determine what
is important and what is not. It helps you decide how you
will use your time. We have adapted the following strate-
gies from material which has been written by others about
how to sct goals. Basically, these strategies include: focus-
ing on the present; setting measurable goals; dividing goals
into smaller parts; setting a time limit to complete goals; es-
tablishing long term goals; setting realistic goals; and revis-
ing goa!': Try to follow the suggestions and work on the ac-
tivities in order to set some goals for yourself.
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FGCUS on the Present.
Think about what makes you happy and ask yourself what
activities you want to add to your life. What you like to do?
What have you enjoyed in school, at home, on vacation, on
a day off, at work, or anywhere? List 3 things you liked most
to do alone and 3 you liked most to do with others.

By myself I like to:

1)

2)

3)

With others I likc to:

1)

2)

3)

Also think about the people you knowfamily, people you
know from school or work, people you would like to meet or
whom you have read about or seen on TV or the movies. List
5 words which describe the kind of people you like.

I like people who are:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Think about your life in the last month. List 3 things you
would like to change so that your could enjoy life more.

1)

2)

3)

Er Set Goals that are Measurable That Have a
Beginning and an End.

Think about one goal. For example, you want to buy a car.

You would think about accumulating $5(X) for a down pay-
ment, and saving additional money for insurance, and the
amount you would need to repay your car loan each month.
Then figure out how long it would take you to accumulate the
necessary money. When can you purchase and drive the car?
How long can you expect the car to last? If you know how
long it will take you to reach z!, goal, it makes it easier to
achieve.

rr Divide Your Goals into Small Parts.
Concentrating on one task at a time reduces the fnistration of
facing too many tasks at once. You will achieve success by
dividing your goal into smaller parts and thinking about the
one step that needs to be done before the next can be started.
For example, if your goal is to read 4 books a year, figure out
how many chapters or pages you can read in a day or week,
and arrange time to do that.

4r Set a Tentative Time Limit for the Completion of
Each Goal.

Think about the time needed for reaching each part of the
goal instead of facing the entire task at once. For example.
if your goal is to loose 25 pounds, think about loosing a
pound a week and realize that you could reach your goal in
less than 6 months!

List several goals you have set for yourself in the past.

2)

a)

b)

c)

3)

a)

b)

C

a )

b)

c)
Check those that you did accomplish.

What made _caching those goals possible Make a list
beside each goal of the thinrs you did to accomplish this
goal.

2
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Concentrating on one task at a
time reduces the frustration of
facing too many tasks at once.

ar Establish Some Long Term Goals.
In five years, for example, where do you want to live? What
type of job do you want? How do you want to spend your
leisure and vacation time?

Use the space below to write down 3 goals:

Short Term Goal:

Medium Term Goal:

Long Term Goal:

w Set Realistic Goals.
Think seriously about each goal you have written down. Be
sure that you have chosen goals which you can achieve. Talk
over your choices with one or two people who know you well
to see what they think about low you might attain your stated
goals. Balance their opinions and suggestions with your
own ideas.

w Revise Your Goals if You Don't Make Progress.
Review your goals monthly. If little progress is being made,
change the steps. New experiences may encourage you to
eliminate one goal and substitute another.

PLANNING
Once you have set some goals. you need to plan how to

organize your time so you can reach the goals. This is not
easy. for it takes time and thought to make a plan of action
which will bring results. Setting priorities (listing moil
important steps first ) xld maintaining flexibility (being able
to revise the plan in ordcr t) mLike pro21-() are important
parts of planning and organizing .

l'here is tor e,ery One. including
th()se with learning disabilities. the
fear of being judged, making a mis-
take, being held responsible, or fail-
ing. These fears may stop you from
trying at all. Yet, once you see the results of effective plan-
ning, those fears become less important. Planning and or-
ganizing help you:

trust in yourself;
make informed decisions;
use personal and community resources to the fullest;
find needed resources;
maintain and strengthen family relationships; and
increase abilities and decrease limitations.

ORGANIZING YOUR TIME -
TIME MANAGEMENT

Time is constant and totally predictable, but it is also one
of our least undcrstood, poorest managed, and most abused
resources. Successfully managing your time can be scary for
it really means taking responsibility for the quality of your
life. But you can meet the challenge of managing time! Ask
yourself the following questions:

What do I want?
What goals have I set?
How much time do I have to accomplish them?
Of the tasks I have to do, what should I do first?
Which tasks will make the best use of my time?

You can create your own success formula. As you try to
juggle your many hats student, son/daughter, parent,
spouse, employee, co-workerboth thc demands on your
time and the need to set priorities increase. By organizing
your timc, however, you can create a life-style that responds
both to your needs and the needs of those around you. Your
system of time management has to be yours for it to really
work for you. Try some of the following suggestions.

or Lists.
One of the easiest and most effective ways of managing your
time is to make lists. If you don't use lists, start a list now!
One very effective time management strategy is to schedule
5 to 15 minutes at the beginning or end of the day as plan-
ning lime. During this time, focus your attention on writing
out on paper or recording on audiotape the lists you will need
to accomplish your goals. Good time managers work I. ,,m
three lists: a master list (goals). a projects list (steps to reach
the goals), and a "to do" list (daily tasks).

Once you see the results of effective planning,
fears become less important.

You arc probably saying, "But, how can I write three
lists if I've never even developed one list." If you have been
working on the exercises in this paper, you have really made
several lists.



Look back at your goals. Use
these as you r m aster list. What did you
say was your long terms goal? Buy a
car? Take a trip across the country?
Learn to dance, fly, or sail? Loose 25
pounds? Keep your master list in a
place where you can look at it regu-
larlyon your desk, in your wallet, or near the telephone.

Did you try to divide your goal into steps? Did you think
about what parts of your goal could be accomplished before
others? Think about these things and create a projccts list.
These will be tasks you will need to do in the next weeks and
months to help you reach your long term goals. Your projects
list might say, "pick up car loan forms from the bank," "get
trip maps from library," or "eat fruits and vegetables instead
of cookies." Creating the projects list will help clarify your
thinking about the long term goal and serve as the feeder for
your "to do" lists.

When you arc beginning your own time management
program your 5 to 15 minutcs a day may be devoted entirely
to creating the master list and projects list. After these are de-
termined, then your dai*iy planning time can be spent mostly
on creating your "to do" lists.

Write or audiotape a list of specific tasks needed to ac-
complish your goal. Study youi list and then write or audio-
tape the tasks in order of importance or the sequence neces-
sary to reach the goal you have set. This is your "to do" list.
At first, it may be hard to create these lists, but it will get
easier with practice. Train yourself to go down your "to do"
list without skipping over difficult items. Your "to do" list
might have such items as "call banks to find out auto-loan
rates," or "shop for apples and carrots."

By organizing your time, however, you can
create a life-style that responds both to your
needs and the needs of those around you.

or Calendars.
Calendars or appointment books are another way to stay or-
ganized. Calendars serve two major purposes: they can tell

you where you will be arid what you have done. Here are
some general suggestions for using calendars.

Write on the calendar all firm commitments at the be-
ginning of the year: birthdays, holidays, anniversa-
ries, vacations. Add appointments, work or school
deadlines, social events, etc. as you find out about
them.

When you write an appointment on your calendar, be
sure to indicate where, when, and what. "Meet Judy"
will not be enough information on your calendar to
remind you to be at the campus bookstore at 3:00 with
necessary money to purchase a birthday present for
your friend.

Mark the current date on your pocket calendar for
instant access. Use paper clips or rubber bands, or cut
off the bottom corner of the previous day's page. On
a wall or desk calendar, cross off yesterday so you can
tell immediately what day is today.

Post the family/housemate calendar in a cent rj loca-
tion such as the refrigerator or bulletin board so that
everyone can post and see upcoming dates.

A student with a learning disability reported beginning
to use a calendar when she entered junior high school. She
puts imporant school assignments and social activities on

General Tips for "To Do" Lists

Use the same kind and color of paper for your lists, and
keep your lists available all day. One person uses a
secretarial pad and keeps it in her purse. Another has
a note pad which attaches to the car dashboard since
driving is a regular part of his day and most daily items
involve driving.

Cross off tasks from your list as you complete them.
This will give you a picture of your progress.

Your "to do" lists should note 3nly those things
which are special to do and need not include activi-
ties which are regular parts of your day. For ex-
ample," eat breakfast, take shower, get dressed"
are everyday mks and need not be on ycur list.

Itzview all your lists daily. As you accomplish
some tasks, the goal may change slightly or may no
longer be important. As a result, you may change
your lists to take new information into account.
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the calendar which is hanging in her room. She said that
marking off each day helps her keep track of the days of the
week and months, and helps her process the abstract concept
of time.

or Time Traps.
Beware! As ea.efully as you may try to make your lists and
keep your calendars, there may be hidden barriers to manag-
ing your time effectively. To help you locate the hidden
barriers in your life, we have made a list of time waters for
you to avoid. Check the ones you have found in your life and
tiy to avoid it next week.

lack of priorities
try to do too much
leave tasks unfinished
don't say no
indecision and procrastination
do not delegate
am disorganized, do not plan well
get distracted by others, let otheTs interrupt
over commit myself so I can't do what I promised
confused about what needs to he done
try to be perfect
poor health habits, little exercise, not enough rcst
do not anticipate disasters
keep too many records
pay too much attmtion to unimportant details
can't get started or
start without thinking through the task
make unnecessary phone cails, socialize too much
between tasks
get off the subject or task
prepare too much
collect too many resources

Can you list other time traps that made you especially
susceptible?

MANAGING A HOUSEHOLD -
TIME MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

FOR EVERYONE
Sooner or later, young adults assume or share responsi-

bility for managing a household. Let us use that example to
illustrate how time management strategies can help to achieve
the long term goal of living in a well managed home.

Remember, make a project list which will help you
achieve the long term goal. In this case, the project list will
include:

paying bills;
buying, keeping, and preparing food;
doing home cleaning and laundry chores;
organizing space; ano
sharing responsibilities.

Before making your to do list each day, review these tips
for organizing thcse projects. These tips are taken from
books listed at the end of the paper as well as interviews with
young adults with learning disabilities who have set up
apartments with roommates, and some experienced home-
makers who have raised families with learning disabilities.
All agree that being organized helps them accomplish their
goals.

Sooner or later, young adults
assume or share responsibility for
managing a household.

ar Paying Bilis.
A desk is a must! It is essential to have a specific location in
your home where the "business" of the household can be
conducted. The business includes bill paying and filing
important papers such as insurance policies, legal docu-
ments (apartmem lease or house mortgage) or appliance
warranties.

A simple tiling system is necessary to keep your busi-
ness papers in order and easy to locate. Being able to locate
ail the papers means that if you need your health iiiurance
policy number to file for reimbursement for medical ex-
penses, you can find it at once. Pulling the TV warranty card
from its place will enable you to call for service should the
TV need attention.

Kccp the tiling system simple. Start with a small accor-
dion-pleated file for keeping papers and legal documents in
alphabetic order. Use another such folder with a separate
section for each month of the year for bill-paying, banking,



and tax record keeping. Whtmever you receive a bill put it
with the others of that month. Twice a month, prioritize the
bills you must pay, pay them, and balance your checkbook.
Keep bank statements and canceled checks together in the
first or last pocket of the "bills" file.

dr Buying, Keeping and Preparing Food.
Food is essential! Buy non-perishable food (rice, sugar.
noodles, flour, pancake mixes, canned goods) in quantity
and shop for perishables (meat, milk, vegetables, fruits)
weekly instead of daily. Both such strategies save money
and time both of which you can use for other things.

Devote some meal preparation time for cooking several
meals at once. Spaghetti sauce, soups, stews, chili, casse-
roles are all foods which can be cooked in large quantities,
divided into meals for two or threenights, and frozen for later
use.

Invest in two of the most timesaving appliances on the
market -- the slowcooker and the microwave oven.

Some of the quantity cooking mentioned above can be
prepared the night before, put into the slowcooker in the
morning, cooked all day, and be ready to eat and/or freeze
that night. Recipes for slowcooker meals arc easy to follow
and make good use of the less expensive cuts of poultry or
beef.

The microwave cooks fresh vegetables and fish per-
fectly and quickly. Many use the microwave to defrost and
heat thc made-ahead meals, refrigerated left-overs. or to
cook frozen commercial dinners.

dr Doing Housecleaning and Laundry.
Few of us enjoy cleaning and doing laundry, but many report
feeling bettermore in control of the environmentwhen
the house is tidy and clothes are clean. Consider these ideas:

Divide cleaning into segments. For example, take 15
to 20 minutes each day on maintenance (stacking
newspapers, emptying t;ash, straightening towels,
making beds, washing dishes) with extra time devoted
one day each week to specific tasks such as laundry.
vacuuming, or bed-linen changing.

Clean rooms in circles (dust, vacuum or sweep. empty
trash, wash tiles or appliances).

Keep all cleaning supplies in onc container which you
carry with you from room to roomor, if your home
is more than one floor, have duplicate containers on
each floor.

Do something pleasant while you clean or iron
listen to music, sing, or watch TV.

Use two clothes hampers or baskets one for colors,
one for whites for presorting before washing.

Plan what you will wear through the week and clean.
iron, and mend those things at one time.

3rganizing Space by Keeping Similar Items
Together.

Even if space is limited, separate the winter clothes from
summer items in your closet. Store similar items (socks.
sweaters, underwear, shirts/blouses) together in drawers or
on shelves.

Be sure that each member of the household has a place
in the bathroom for personal items, and that common items
(fresh towels and sheets, new soap. toilet paper) are located
near where they will be used.

In the kitchen, make .ieparate places for each of the
following: cooking utensqs. pots and pans, dishes, glasses.
eating utensils, cans and packages of "dry" foods, spices and
cooking oil, and so on.

Keep reading material (books. TV guides, magazines).
cards, board games, sports equipment to be used by all
members of the household in a commonly used area, such as
a bookshel f in the main room. Personal items should he kept
in each person's bedroom.

Identify a basket or tray as the one place the daily mail
is placed before each person takes his or her own.

Sharing Responsibility.
A time-saving strategy which is truly an exercise in time
management is that of sharing responsibility for doing all the
tasks of running an efficient home. Fam i has of parents ond
children, as well as units of housemates, can develop sys-
tems in which each person, young or old----disabled or not.
takes on some of the work. Some ideas for task-sharing
include:

Meal Planning: Household members meet as a group,
each person suggests a main dish. vege table. dessert to
plan the meals for a week at a time, A shopping list is
generated from thi! list: meals and menus are posted
on the refrigerator: first one home (or the desipotc(i
cook) starts cooking.

Cleaning: Household memhers meet to list all the
major v.cekly choresvacuum. clean kitchen, clean
bathroom, take out garbage, shop for food, cook, set/
clear table, wash dishes, etc. Volunteers take rc!Nlar
assignment to be done on a specific day. People might
develop favorite jobs and do them always, or jobs can
be rotated.



Major tasks: Again, the household meets to discuss
the nature of the jobsspring garden cleanup, fall
leaf raking, garage cleanup, cupboard or closet
cleaning/reorganizing, car maintenance, etc. The
group designates a time (perhaps one weekend a
month for regular jobs, or a plan for emergency jobs
such as snow or ice removal). Household members
either volunteer to take charge and enlist the help of
the others, parents assign these tasks, always taking
the ability of the children into consideration.

AVOIDING STRESS
"Sometimes I feel like I'm going to explode because I

am pulled in too many ways."
"When he calls, I get a knot in my stomach because I

have not finished the work."
"When I walk into the IEP meetings I get a headache."
"1 am stretched as far as I can go."

Have you ever made a similar comment? Or wanted to?
These are the remarks of people in stress! Stress is a physical
reaction to both negative events and pleasurable occur-
rences. Thus, you can have stress facing a work deadline or
when falling in love! We all experience stress, we each
develop unique symptoms of stress, and we can learn to
manage our lives to reduce or control the stress.

In a very real sense, each of us generates our own stress
symptoms (headache, burning stomach, itchy skin, eyc
twitch, eating or sleeping too much or too little, etc.). The
more you can "own" your stress, the more you can control it.
When you can recognize your own strcss symptoms, you can
ask, "Why am I doing this to myself?" Thus, identifying
your stress symptoms and seeking the causes of them, can
lead to modifying your behavior and reducing your stress.

We all experience stress, we each
develop unique symptoms of stress,
and we can learn to manage our
lives to reduce or control the stress.

One of the most common reasons given for negative
stress s -not enough time," which is a direct, result of poor
time management. In addition to all of the time management
strategies discussed in this paper, there arc some that apply
directly to stress reduction. With special attention to these,
you can begin to reduce the tension, feel better, and use your
energy in a positive way.

sr Organize Yourself.
Keep those 5 - 15 minutes a day for your planning time. Use
it not only to plan your "to do" list, but also to reflect on your
current life, activities and people involved with you, and try
to sort out your priorities.

or Keep a Daily Journal.
Write or audiotape not only the events of the day, but also
your feelings about those events. Your journal can provide
you with clues about how you manage your time and what
"triggers" stress symptoms.

mr Accept and Embrace Change.
Change is an inevitable part of 1 iving. If you fear change, ask
yourself, "what is the worst thing that could happen if... and
how will I handle that?" Being prepared for the worst may
help you deal with what is usually not as bad as your initial
fear.

ay Set Aside Time for Relaxation.
The key to a long and productive life is the ability to relax.
Relaxation is frequently just a change in pace and type of ac-
ti vity. A five mile run would relax one person, but a walk
around the block would help another, while listening to
music would be the best for someone else.

Here are some things that people have said they do to
relax. Check the ones you might enjoy.

Talk on the phone to someone you love.
Lock the door and take a long bath.
Go for a walk right after you get home.
Browse for 10 minutes in a gift or book shop.
Buy yourself some flowers.
Do a favor for someone.
Read or listen to a poem.
Daydream.
Listen to a soothing record or tape with earphones
Read or listen to a good novel.
Go birdwatehing.

Make your own list of favorite ways to relax.



SUMMARY
Effective time management can help you achieve your

goals. Activities in this paper provide a way to practice
looking at your life and thinking about how to change it for
the better by setting goals. The importance of making plans
to achieve those goals were described and specific ways to
organize your time Time Management were discussed.
With practice you will be able to make lists, use a calendar,
and be able to identify time traps which act as barriers to
reaching your goals.

The special section about Managing a Household sets
forth some examples of good time management for you to
try. And finally, the result of poor time management

stress is described and ways to manage that barrier to
reaching your goals are listed.

Many of the references listed at the cnd of this paper are
available at your local library or you can ask your librarian
to find related materials for you to read.

Be firm in your commitment to be an effective time
manager. Give the ideas here a chance to work for you. Let
your roommates or family know that you are practicing time
management strategies so that they can cheer you on. Prac-
tice using the ideas presented here and note your results.

Good luck with your Time Management program.
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